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Titles: 30 Sources: 3  Stills: 24+ 
 
 

Born: Charles William Mumy Jr;  San Gabriel, California [or: El Centro, California †] 
   February 1

st
 1954 

                      †  sources conflict 
 
 
Most familiar as dauntless Will Robinson from Irwin Allen's camp sixties TV series "Lost in 
Space", for which he was innoculated against every emotional expression known to man.  In 
"DEAR BRIGITTE" he played James Stewart's young son who writes a love letter to Bardot.  
Years later he featured in a bit part on "TWILIGHT ZONE: THE MOVIE" (83).  Interviewed in 
2001 for a TV retrospective on the robot in SF (to tie in with the release of Spielberg’s “A.I.”), 
Mumy spoke of how he leapt at the chance of the “Lost in Space” role, a boy who got to 
shoot ray guns, fix machines and generally rescue adults from their predicaments, but always 
scrupulously polite, even if he had sometimes to disobey dad in order to save the day.  
 
 

  Source for all stills – except where indicated – Bill Mumy’s home website 

 

 

  Billy Mumy 

 

 



 
Top left – celebrating a birthday with the “Lost in Space” cast;  Top right – unidentified;  Bottom left – unidentified;  
Bottom right – with Bob Hope 

 

 



                 Source:  indeterminate website 

 

 

The Motion Picture Almanac entry: 

 

“Began acting as Billy Mumy at age 6.  Played 

with band "America" in 1970’s, also with 

bands "Bill Mumy and the Igloos" and "The 

Jenerators".  Has made 8 albums with Barnes 

& Barnes.  With actor Miguel Ferrer wrote 

comic books "Comet Man" and "Trip to the 

Acid Dog".   Has also written stories for "Star 

Trek", "The Hulk" and "Spiderman" comic 

books, and "Lost In Space" comic published 

by Innovation.  Wrote the music for Disney’s 

"Adventures in Wonderland" series - 

nominated for an Emmy.  Host of "Inside 

Space" for the SciFi Channel.” 

 

 

The Moving Picture Boy entry: 

 

“As Jackie Coogan should have been kid 

brother to Louise Brooks, the sandy-haired 

Billy Mumy should have been to Sissy Spacek.  

Shy, freckled, pale-eyed and plucky, with a 

most charming smile, the young Bill was 

praised by James Stewart, his father in "DEAR 

BRIGITTE", as "the only kid actor I knew 

who was worth a damn". 

 

He was barely seven when he appeared in two 

little TV dramas ("The Door Without a Key" 

and "Bang! You’re Dead") in the "Alfred 

Hitchcock Presents" slot.  After a minisculte 

part in "A CHILD IS WAITING", Billy made 

his first film for the Disney studio, partnering 

the redder-headed Michael McGreevey as the 

saviours of "SAMMY – THE WAY OUT 

SEAL". 

 

His last boyhood lead, in "RASCAL", was 

again for Disney, but in the meantime he had 

had his best role as the mathematical prodigy 

Erasmus, surprising child of a bewildered poet 

and academic (Stewart), flabbergasting 

computer operators and racing tipsters alike 

before achieving his heart’s desire in a meeting 

with Brigitte Bardot.  His swooning adoration 

of the great lady – archly playing herself – is a 

joy. 

 

Hereabouts, too, he became a national figure 

on TV as Will Robinson in the barely effable 

series "Lost in Space" (65-68), and between 

this and the claims of education had little time 

for major filming. 

 

In 1971, following the boy-and-racoon 

romance "RASCAL", the now gangling and 

long-haired Bill Mumy had a lead in the 

animal-rights drama "BLESS THE BEASTS 

AND CHILDREN".  Subsequent films have 



included "SUNSHINE" (73), "PAPILLON" 

(73), "TWILIGHT ZONE: THE MOVIE" 

(83) and "CAPTAIN AMERICA" (89).” 

  
 

NAMBLA Bulletin – vol. 4/8 – media note: 

 

“1983: .."Twilight Zone" magazine 

interviewed Jeremy Licht, who plays Anthony, 

a boy with magical powers, in the new 

"TWILIGHT ZONE" movie...  Billy Mumy, 

who played the part on TV years ago, came by 

and helped out...” 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Above and right: scenes from “DEAR BRIGITTE” 
 
Top right:  Mumy’s evident passion for live music 
performing was given free rein during lulls in the 
recording of “Lost in Space”.  Several photo’s from 
his website show him serenading cast, crew and 
robot.  Here he seems to be doing a solo gig at the 

Hollywood Bowl.  Get down Billy! 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
     Year  Age  Title        Role 
 
 

61     7 TAMMY TELL ME TRUE 
61  Alfred Hi tchcock Presents: 
   “Bang!  You’re Dead”    US TV portmanteau series episode 
61  Alfred Hitchcock Presents: 
   “The Door Without a Key”   US TV portmanteau series episode 
62   8 A CHILD IS WAITING 
    with Bruce Ritchey 
62    SAMMY THE WAY OUT SEAL    Disney 

     with Michael McGreevey 
63   9 PALM SPRINGS WEEKEND      

 63  A TICKLISH AFFAIR  
     with Peter Robbins, Bryan Russell 

64 10 A TASTE OF MELON 
    with Roger Mobley 
64  TREASURE IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE 
    with Michael McGreevey, Roger Mobley 
65 11 DEAR BRIGITTE     as Erasmus, 8 

     with Fabian 
       - -  SPACE FAMILY ROBINSON   US TV pilot, as Will Robinson 
      65-68  Lost in Space      TV series, as Will Robinson  
 - -  The Munsters - - -     TV sitcom, guest appearance, as Googie Miller, 
           friend of Eddie Munster’s 
     with Butch Patrick  
 
 

FILMOGRAPHY 
 



 
 
 

- -  Bewitched - - -      TV sitcom – guest appearance 
69 15 RASCAL       Disney (now credited as Bill Mumy) 

 72 18 BLESS THE BEASTS AND CHILDREN 
     with Miles Chapin 
 73 19 PAPILLON 
 73  SUNSHINE      US TV pilot 
 73  Sunshine       TV series 
 74 20 THE ROCKFORD FILES    US TV pilot 
 77 23 SUNSHINE CHRISTMAS    US TV 
  
 
 Also guest appearances in the following TV shows (possibly listed in chronological sequence) although it’s 
 not known what years: 
 
 - -  The Virginian      TV Western series 
 - -  I Dream of Jeannie     TV sitcom 
 - -  The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet  TV sitcom/soap 
 - -  Ben Casey        
 - -  The Red Skelton Show 
 - -  Lancer 
 - -  Here Come the Brides 
 - -  Riverboat 
 - -  Have Gun Will Travel     TV Western series 
 - -  Matlock 
 - -  Me and Mom 
 - -  The Flash 
 - -  Superboy 
 
 and in the following TV series pilots: 
 
 - -  THE TWO OF US 
 - -  ARCHIE 

 
[ Not in the above list, he later showed up as Lennier in the “Babylon 5” episode “War Without End” ] 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 


